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A CONSTRUCTION OF THE IDEMPOTENT-SEPARATING
CONGRUENCES ON A BISIMPLE

ORTHODOX SEMIGROUP

D. R. LATORRE

For any bisimple orthodox semigroup 5 we show how to
construct all idempotent-separating congruences on S, and give
an explicit construction for the quotient semigroup of S modulo
such a congruence.

Introduction. For an arbitrary bisimple inverse semigroup 5,
Reilly and Clifford [8] have shown (1) how to construct all idempotent-
separating congruences on S, and (2) have obtained an explicit construc-
tion for the quotient semigroup of S modulo such a congruence. Their
work is based on the construction of all bisimple inverse semigroups
given by Reilly in [7].

The purpose of this article is to extend the above results to the case
where the semigroup S is a bisimple orthodox semigroup, by making use
of the elegant construction theorem for all such semigroups due to
Clifford [1; 2]. The construction of the idempotent-separating congru-
ences on 5 yields an immediate one-to-one correspondence between
these congruences and certain pairs (V, V) of normal subgroups of some
of the components used in Clifford's construction of S. When this
correspondence is applied to an abstract bisimple orthodox semi-
group, it reduces to the one given by Munn [5] for bisimple regular
semigroups.

1. Preliminaries. We shall adopt the notation and terminol-
ogy of [3]. Clifford's construction of any bisimple orthodox semigroup
is given in Theorem A of [1; 2]. As this construction is basic for our
study, we begin by reviewing it and certain associated concepts.

By a right Reilly groupoid we mean a partial groupoid R satisfying
the following four axioms.
(Rl) If a, b, c are elements of R such that be and a (be) are

defined, then ab and (ab)c are defined, and (ab)c =
a {be).

(R2) If a is an element of R such that ab is defined for some b
in R, then ax is defined for all x in R.

(R3) If α, b, c are elements of R such that ac = be, then
ax = bx for all x in R,

(R4) R contains at least one left identity element.
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By the core R of a right Reilly groupoid R we mean the set of all a
in R such that ab is defined for some, hence for all, b in JR. Now R is a
subsemigroup of R containing all left identities of JR. For any left
identity e of R let He denote the group of units of the semigroup
Re. Define aZBB (α, b in R) to mean that a - xb and b - ya for some
JC, y in R. By Proposition 1.2 of [2], αiffc if and only if α = ub for some

A left Reilly groupoid L and its core L are defined dually. If e1 is a
right identity of a left^Reilly groupoid L, let He denote the group of units
of the semigroup e'L. The relation $1 on L is defined dually.

Let R[L] be a right [left] Reilly groupoid. Elements of L will be
denoted by primed letters. By an and-correlation between L and R we
mean a subset K oί L x R satisfying the following conditions.

(ACl) The projection of K into L[R] is onto L[R].

(AC2) (a\a)EK, (b\b)EK, (b\a)EK imply (β ',ί)εK

(AC3) If (α', α)G X then α' G L if and only if α G £.

(AC4) Let K = KΠ(LxR). Then (α',α)GK, (b\b)EK
imply (b'a\ab)EK.

The following axioms are needed.

(AI) i?[£] is a right [left] Reilly groupoid, and K is an
anti-correlation between them; e\e\ is an arbitrary but
fixed left [right] identity of R[L].

We write K = Kι<>K and λ = KoK\ and let He[He] be the group
of units of Re[e'L].

(AH) acKbc (a,bER,cER) imply aeKbe and
c'a'kc'b'(a\b'EL, c'GL) imply e'a'λe'b'.

(AIII) For a' EL, (a',e)E K if and only if a' is a right identity
of L; for a E R, (e',a)EK if and only if a is a left
identity of i?.

Using (AI-III), one can show that K induces an anti-isomorphism
u-^u1 from He onto He>. Here, for u E He, u' denotes the unique
element of He such that (u\ u)E K.

Define an equivalence relation r on L x R by

(1.1) (α\ b)τ(c\ d) if and only if c' = a'u' and d - ub for some
uEHe.
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Let (α\ b)τ be the τ-class containing (α\ b). Proposition 3.2 of [2] shows
that the subsets L x R,e'L x Re, and K of L x i? are unions of τ-classes,
and so we write

T = (LxR)/τ, f = (Lx R)/τ, T° = {e'L x Re)/τ,

κτ = κ/τ, κτ = ίnκ τ , κ°τ=τ°nκτ,

and K = K Π (L x R). For arbitrary (*', y)τ in Γ and (α ;, b) in L x i?,
Proposition 3.3 of [2] allows us to define

(1.2) (x\y)τ{a\b) = (a'x\yb)τ.

We now postulate a binary operation (°) on Kτ such that the
following axioms hold.

(AIV) Kτ(o) is a band; and, for all (a',a)EK,

(AVI) If (a\ a)τ and (&', b)τ belong to K°τ and (c ' ,c)£X, then
[(α', a)τo(b', b)r){c\ c) = (a'9a)r(c'9 c)o(6', 6)τ(c', c).

(AVII) For each element (c\ b) of L x R, there exists an element
(x\y)τ of f such that (b',b)ro(c\c)τ = (x\y)τ(b',c) =
(6 V , yc)τ, for any b'GL and c G R such that (£>', 6) and
{c\c) belong to K.

REMARK. In [1; 2] an axiom (AV) is also postulated. However, we
have shown in [4] that this axiom is a consequence of axioms (AI-IV,
VII).

Using these axioms, Proposition 3.5 of [2] shows that an element
{x\ y)τ satisfying (AVII) exists in Γ°, and this element is uniquely
determined by b and c'; denoting it by b * c ; the equation in (AVII)
becomes

(1.3) (b',b)τo(c',c)τ=(b + c')(b\c).

By a box frame we mean a system (L, e'\ R, e K) satisfying axioms
(AI-HI). By a banded box frame (L,e';R,e;Kτ(°)) we mean a box
frame (L,ef;R,e;K) together with a binary operation (°) on Kτ satisfy-

ing (AIV-VII).

THEOREM A [1]. Let (L,ef; R,e;Kτ(°)) be a banded box frame,
and let T - (L x R)/τ. Define a binary operation (°) on T by
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(1.4) (a\b)τo(c\d)τ = (b*c')(a\d),

where b * c' is the element of T° defined by (1.3). Then the following
hold:

(1) T(°) is a bisimp e orthodox semigroup.
(ii) The band of idempotents of T ( ° ) is precisely Kτ(°).
(iii) The mapping b->{e',b)τ is an isomorphism of R onto the

$fc-class R€ ofT(°) containing the idempotent e = (e\ e\, and a'-* (a', e)Ύ

is an isomorphism of L onto Le.
(iv) For arbitrary α Έ Landb E JR, (α', 6) ε K if and only if (a',e)τ

and (e\b)τ are inverse to each other in T(°) .
Conversely, if S is a bisimple orthodox semigroup, if e is an idempotent

of S, and Ke is the set of all mutually inverse pairs (a\a) in Le x Re, then
Ke is an anti-correlation between Le and Re and (Le, e;Re,e;Ke) is a box
frame. Define τonLe x Re by (α\ b)τ{c\ d) if and only if c1 = a'u'1 and
d = ub for some u in He, and let Te = (Le x Re)/τ, Kτ = KJτ. The
mapping θ: Te —• 5 defined by (a\ b)Tθ = a'b is a bijection, and maps Kτ

onto Es. The latter enables us to define a binary operation (°) on Kτ by

(a',a)τ o (b\ b\ = (c\ c)r if and only if (a'a)(bf b) = c'c.

Then (Le,e,Re,e;Kτ(°)) is a banded box frame. Defining * : JR x
L->T° by (1.3), and then ( °) on Te by (1.4). the above mapping θ is an
isomorphism of (Te,°) onto S.

REMARKS. (1) From the proof of Theorem A in [2], it is clear that
the operation (°) on T extends the band operation (°) on Kτ(°).

(2) For purposes in the next section, we reformulate the operation
(°) on T as follows. According to equations (1.4), (1.3), (1.2), and axiom
(AVII), for any {a\b)τ and (c',d)r in T, we have (a',b)r°(c',d)r =
(α'jc', yd)τ, where (x\ y) τ is the unique element in T° such that

(6\H°(c',c) τ = (*'*', yc)τ

for any b' E L and c E /? such that (6', 6), (c\c) are in K.
The following lemma is immediate from (R3); we shall use it and its

left-right dual frequently without explicit mention.

LEMMA 1.1. Let e be a left identity for a right Reilly groupoid R. If
ac = be with α, b in Re and c in R, then a = b. In particular, Re is right
cancellative.

LEMMA 1.2. Let T(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup constructed
from a banded box frame (L,e';R,e Kτ(°)) as in Theorem A. Then in
T(o)
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(i) {a',b)M{c\d)τ if and only if a'^c'u' for some uEHe\

(ii) (α', b)j£(c\ d)τ if and only if b = vd for some v E He\
(iii) {a1, b)ΎW{c\ d)τ if and only ifa' - c'u' andb = υd for some u, υ

in He.

Proof. Suppose (a\b)M{c',d)r in Γ(°); then there are elements
(x',y)τ and (w',z)τ in T such that (α', b)r = (c\ d)r °(JC', y)τ and
(c\d)τ = (a',b)τ°(wf, z)r. Thus (a',b)r = (c'p',qy)r for some
{p',q)rET° = {e'LxRe)lr and (c\ d)τ = (αV, sz)r for some
(r ' , s) τ εΓ° . Then a' = (c'p')u' and 6 = w(gy), some u E Hey and c' =
(α'r')t ' and d = u(sz), some v E Hej so

a'e' = a' = c\pfu') = {a'r'υt)(p'uf)= af(r'v'pru').

Since e' and r'υ'p'u' belong to e'L, the dual of Lemma 1.1 gives
e' = r'υ'p'u', whence p'u' is a unit in He. Therefore a1 = c'(p'u') with
p'u'EHe', as desired.

Conversely, suppose (α\ 6)r, (c', d)τ belong to Γ(°) with a' = c'u'
for some u E He (hence u'EHe). By (AC1), let ί ) Έ L such that
(b\b)EK. Then

(e', e) τ(α r

? ud) by Proposition 4.5 of [2]

(a'e',eud)r

(a\ud)T

{a\u')-\d\

By similarity we conclude that (α'? b)M{c\ d)τ in T(°). Assertion (ii) is
dual to (i), and (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii).

2. Idempotent-separating congruences. Let e be a left
identity of a right Reilly groupoid i?, and let us call a subgroup V of He a
/e/ί normal divisor of Re provided that aV C Va for every a in
!?e. Clearly, such a subgroup is a normal subgroup of He. Dually, if e'
is a right identity for a left Reilly groupoid L, we call a subgroup V of ίίe.
a right normal divisor of e'L if V'b' C fc'V for every b'Ee'L These
concepts are due to Rees [6].

Let T(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup constructed from a
banded box frame (L, e' R, e\ J£τ(°)) as in Theorem A. If V[V] is a
left [right] normal divisor of Re[e'L] such that the anti-isomorphism
from He to He maps V onto V\ we call the pair (V, V) a /m/ced pair of
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left and right normal divisors of Re and e 'L. The following theorem is
the analogue of Theorem 2.4 of [8].

THEOREM 2.1. Let T(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup con-
structed from a banded box frame (L,e';R,e;Kτ(°)) as in Theorem
A. ^ Let (V, V) be a linked pair of left and right normal divisors of Re and
e'L. Define a relation p(V,v>) on T(°) as follows:

(a', b)τρ{VV){c', d)τ if and only if there are elements u, v of He such
that a' = c'u'9 b = vd, and u~ιv E V. Then ρ{V,v) is an idempotent-
separating congruence on T(°). Moreover, if (Vu V[) and (V2, V2) are
two pairs of linked left and right normal divisors of Re and e'L, then
p(vuvΊ) Q P(v2, v2) if and only if Vλ C V2.

Conversely, if p is any idempotent-separating congruence on Γ(°)
then there is a linked pair (V, V) of left and right normal divisors of Ae
and e'L such that p = p(v,v> namely, V = {v EHe: (ef, v)τρ(er, e)τ} and
V' = {v'£He,: {v',e)τP{e',e)r}.

Proof. It is clear from Lemma 1.2 (iii) that the relation p(v, v) is
contained in $?, so that p ( v, v> separates idempotents. It is also clear that
p(v, v) is reflexive.

For symmetry, suppose (a', b)τp{VV){c', d)τ, say a' = cfuf and b - vd
for some u,vGHe with u~xv E V. Then c' = af(u')~ι = 0'(O'> d =
v~ιb, and since V is a normal subgroup of He, u'λv E V implies uv~ι E V.

For transitivity, let (a', b)τρ{v,v)(c', d\ and (c',d)τp{v,v)(gfj)τ, say
a' = c'u', b = vd, c' = g'wf and d = xf with w, ι;, w, x E He and w-1ι;,
W ^ J C E V . Then

a' = c'u' = (g'w')u'= g'(w'u') = g'(uw)f and

b = vd = v(xf) = (ux)/ with

(uwy\vx) = w~1(u~1v)ww'ίx E V since u~ιv, w~ιx E V. Thus p<v, v> is
an equivalence on T(°).

To see that p (v, v> is a congruence on T(°), let (α', fe)τ p(V)v)(c\ tί)^
say α/ = c/w/ and b = vd with u,vEHe, u~ιv E V. Let (JC', y)τ be
arbitrary in T(°); for right compatibility we must show
{a1, b)r°(xf, y)rp(v,v)(c\ d)τ°(x', y)τ. Now (a, b\°{x\ y)τ *= (α'p', gy)τ

where (p',q)r is the unique element of T° = (e'L x Re)/τ such that

(2.1) ( ^ H o ( χ U ) τ = (&V,<3rχ)τ

for any b'EL and x E JR such that (bf, b) and (JC',JC) are in K.
Likewise, (c',d)τ°(x',y)τ = (c'r',sy)τ where (rf,s)τ is the unique

element of T° such that
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(2.2) (d',d)ro(χ'9χ)r = (d'r'9sx)r

for any d' E L and x E R such that (d', d) and (x\ x) are in K.
By (AC1), choose ύί'EL and x ER such that (if, d), (*', x) are in

K. Since (d\ d) G K and (υ', ι>) G K, (AC4) implies (d V, ϋd) e K, i.e.,
(d'υ\b)EK. Thus from (2.1) we have

(d ' ι ; ' ;H°(*U)r = ( ^ V , ^ i e ,

(d'v',vd)τ°(x'9x)r = (d'v'p',qx)n so that

(2.3) (d', d) τ <>(* ' , * ) τ = ( d ' u ' p ' , g j c ) τ . Comparing

(2.3) with (2.2), the uniqueness of (r', s)τ in T° forces (r', s)τ = (ϋ'p'> g)τ

[note that u ' e V C He. C e'L, and p'Ee'L, implies v'p'Ee'L; and
<? G Re, so that (ϋ'p', q)τ E(e'Lx Re)/τ = T0].

From (r', ί) τ = (vfp'yq)τ, there exists a E He such that q = as and
υ'p'=r'ar. Then p ' = (ι?')~Vα' = (u '^r ' a ' . Now

= cfu'(v-i)'r'

a n d u~ιυ E V i m p l i e s υ~ιu E V, w h e n c e (Ό~1U)'EL V. S i n c e r'Ee'L
and V is a right normal divisor of e'L, W C r 'V. Thus (υ~ιu)'r' =
r'z', some zr G V (so z E V). Consequently, α'p'(α')"1 = c'iu"1!!)'^ =
c'r'z' and so a'p' = (c'r'z')a' = (c'/•')(<**)' with αz G /fe (since aEHe

and z E V C f t ) .
Then afp' - (c'r')(αz)' with αz G //„ and qy = (αs)y = a(sy) with

α 6H« and {az)~la = z " 1 α " 1 α = z " 1 £V. Therefore (a'p\qy\
P(v,v)(c' r\ sy)τ and p (v, v> is right compatible; left compatibility is dual.

If (Vb VJ) and (V2, VJ) are two pairs of linked left and right normal
divisors of Re and e'L, the definitions of ρ(Vi, v\) make it clear that if
V\ Q V2 (and hence V[ C VJ) then p(Vl, vί) C p(V2, v2). The converse is
evident since, for any linked pair (V, V), we have

V = { u £ H t : (e',ι>)τP(v,v')(e\e)τ}, a n d

V' = {v'E He : (t;', e)τP(v,VΊ(e\ e)τ}.

Turning to the converse assertion of the theorem, let p be any
idempotent-separating congruence on Γ(°), and let N be the p-class
containing € = (e\ e)r. Since p C ffl in T(°), N C //€ = i?€ Π Le, and by
Theorem A(iii),
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R€ = {(e',b)r: b<ΞR} and

For any x E N, x E JR€ implies x = (e', b\ for some b ER; but
x G L ( implies (e\ b)J£{e\ e)τ, whence Lemma 1.2(ii) gives b = ue = u,
some w E He. Thus any x E N can be written as

x = (e', M )τ = ((M ~1)/, e )„ some w E f/e.

Let V = {v<ΞHe:(e\ v)τ is in N} and

V' = {v'EHe:(v'ye)τ is in N}.

Then V[V] is a subgroup of He[He], and we shalUhow thatj(V, V ) is a
linked pair of left and right normal divisors of Re and e'L such that
p = P(v,v).

To see that the anti-isomorphism u —> u' from //e to He maps V
onto V , let υ E V. Then (e\ v)7GNy and

implies ( ϋ " 1 ) ' ^ ^ ' . Since (i;'1)' = (υ'y1 and V' is a group, we have
v'E V. Thus u-+uf maps V into V . On the other hand, if u ' E V
then (ϋ', e\ E N, so (ι?', e\ = [ϋ'ίi?"1)', u" 1 e] τ = (e ;, ϋ"1),. shows ϋ"1, and
hence f, is in V. Thus V maps onto V .

To see that V is a left normal divisor of Re, first note that by Lemma
3 of [5], N is a left normal divisor of

P€ = {x in ί? e: x °e = x}

= {(e ' ,k) τ :»εβ and (e\b)ro(e\e)τ = (ef,b)τ}

and a right normal divisor of

Q€ = {x in L€: e °x = x}

= {(a\e)τ:a'EL and (e ' ,e) τ o(α', e) τ = (a',e)r}.

Since the isomorphism a->(e\a)τ of R onto i?e carries Re onto P€ and
V onto N9 it follows that V is a left normal divisor of Re. Similarly, the
isomorphism a'-*(ar, e\ of L onto Le carries e'L onto Qe and V onto
N, so V is a right normal divisor of e'L.

Before proceeding to show that p = p<v,v% w ^ note a lemma and
corollary which will shorten our work.
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LEMMA 2.2. // (b',b)EKthen (a',b)r°(b',c)τ = (a',c\.

Proof.

(a', b)T°(b', c)τ = (b • b'){a',c)r = (e1, e)τ(α\ c)

= (a'e',ec)r = (a',c\.

COROLLARY 2.3. Ifu,vE He, and (c',c) and (d',d) are inK then

{a',c)τ°{c'u',Όd)τ*(d',b)τ = (a',u-ιυb)τ.

Proof.

(a',c\°(c'u',vd)To(d',b)τ=(a',c)r°(c',u-ιvd)τ°(d',b)τ

= (a',u-ιvd)T°(d',b)T

= (a'(v-1u)',d)r°(d',b)T

= (a'(υ-1u)',b)τ

To see that p = P(V,v% let (a', b)Tp(V,v)(c', d)r, say a' = c'u', b = vd,
u,vEHe, and u~ιυEV. Then (er, u^v), EN, so (e',u~1v)φ(e',e)τ.
Therefore

that is, (e',u'λυd)τp{e',d)τ. But then

that is, (c',u'ιvd)τp(c',d)r. But (c', u'ιυd)r = {c'u', vd)τ = (α', &)„
whence (α', b)τρ(c', d)r and p(v,v) £ p.

Conversely, let (a',b)τp(c',d)τ. Since p Q 9€, Lemma 1.2(iii) says
α' = c'w' and b = vd for some u , t i £ H,. Then (a1, b)r = (C'M', ϋd)τ so
that (C'M', vd)τp(c', d)τ. By (AC1) let c £ R and d'E L such that (c ' ,c )
and (d',d) are in K Then

(e'c)r°(c'u',vd)r°(d',e)rp(e',c)τo(c',d)τ°(d',e)τ.

Applying Corollary 2.3 to both sides of this last relation we obtain

(e', u~xυ\p(e',e\.
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This puts u~ιv E V, and so p C p(v,v). The proof is complete.
As an immediate corollary we obtain

COROLLARY 2.4. Let T(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup con-
structed from a banded box frame (L,e';R,e;Kr(°)) as in Theorem
A. There is a one-to-one, inclusion preserving correspondence between
the idempotent-separating congruences on T(°) and the linked pairs
(V, V) of left and right normal divisors of Re and e'L.

COROLLARY 2.5. Let T(°) be as in Corollary 2.4. Then %! is a
congruence onT(°) if and only if (He, He) is a linked pair of left and right
normal divisors of Re and e'L.

REMARK. Let 5 be any bisimple orthodox semigroup, and e any
idempotent in S. By Theorem A, S ~ Te where Te is constructed from
the box frame (Le, e\ Re, e;Ke) as in Theorem A. Now by definition,
Re={a£Re: αe E i?e} and clearly Ree = {x E Re: xe = x} = Re D eSe =
Pe. Similarly, eLe = {JC E Le: ex = x} = Le Π eSe = Qe. Since, He is the
group of units of eSe, He is then the group of units of Ree - Pe and of
eLe = Qe. Thus the anti-isomorphism of Proposition 3.1 in [2] is the
mapping u -» u ~ι on He.

Suppose we identify S with Te. Then if (V, V ) is a linked pair of
left and right normal divisors of Ree and eLe, we have V = V~ι = V, so
that V is a subgroup of He satisfyiing (1) aV C Va for every a in
Ree = Pe, and (2) Vb C bV for every b in eίe = Qe. Thus V is a
subgroup of He which is a left normal divisor of Pe and a right normal
divisor of Qe.

So the one-to-one correspondence in Corollary 2.4 is just the one
stated in Munn's theorem [5].

3. A construction of the quotient semigroup. For any
bisimple orthodox semigroup T and any idempotent-separating congru-
ence p on T, Tip is also a bisimple orthodox semigoup, and so the
converse half of Theorem A gives a construction for Tip in terms of a
banded box-frame whose components are internal to Tip. In this
section we show how Theorem A may be used to describe a construction
of Tip in terms involving the original box-frame used to construct T

Recall from [1] that by a congruence on a right Reilly groupoid R we
mean an equivalence relation p on R satisfying the following conditions.

(CR1) R is a union of p-classes.
(CR2) If (a,b)GPΠ(RxR) and c E R, then (ac,bc)Ep.
(CR3) If (α, b) E p and c E R, then (ca, cb)<Ξp.

A congruence on a left Reilly groupoid is defined dually. The following
lemma generalizes Lemma 2.2 of [8] to right Reilly groupoids.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a right Reilly groupoid, e a fixed left identity
for R, and V a left normal divisor of Re. Then

(3.1) σv = {(a, b)ERxR: α = ub, some u E V)

is a congruence on R such that σ v C ί and (R3) holds for R/σv.
Conversely, ifσ is a congruence on R such that σ C X and (R3) holds

for R /σ, then σ = σv where V = eσ, and V is a left normal divisor of Re.

Proof. Clearly σv is an equivalence relation on R. For (CR1),
suppose aσvb with a E JR. Then b = ua, some u E V. Since a,u E R,
so is b = ua, whence it follows that JR is a union of σv-classes.

To show (CR2), let aσvb with a,b ER and let c E JR. Then
a = ub, some u E V, so that αc =(ub)c = u{bc) and acσvbc.

Turning to (CR3), let aσvb and c E JR, say a = wfc, some
u & V. Now ce lies in Re, so by left normality, (ce)u — v(ce) for some
υ E V. Then cα = c(ea) - (ce)a = (ce)(ub) = vceb = ι?(cfe), and so
caσycb. Thus σ v is a congruence on JR, and σv C «S? is clear.

As noted on p. 15 of [2], R/σv becomes a partial groupoid satisfying
(Rl), (R2), and (R4) if we define (aσv)(bσv) = (ab)σv if a E R, and
(aσv)(bσv) is undefined otherwise. To see that R/σv satisfies (R3), let
aσv, bσv, and cσv belong to R/σv such that (aσv)(cσv)'— (bσv)(cσv).
Then a,bE R and (ac)σv(bc). Thus ac = u(bc) = (ub)c, some
u E V. Condition (R3) in JR then implies ax = (ub)x for any x E JR, so
ax = u(bx). Thus axσvbx, or (ασv)(jcσv) = (/>σv)jcσv) as desired.

Conversely, let σ be a congruence on 1? such that σ C <=$? and (R3)
holds in jR/σ. Let V = ecr. If aσb then αifft, whence a — ub for some
w E He by Proposition 1.2 of [2]. Then

(3.2) (βσ)(&σ) = (eb)σ = bσ = aσ = (ub)σ = (Mσ-)(ί>σ-).

Since (R3) holds for R/σ, eσ = (eσ)(eσ) = (uσ)(eσ) = (ue)σ = uσ so
M £ V . Thus aσvb and σ C σv. On the other hand, if aσvb, say a = ub
with « E V = eσ, then aσ = (ub)σ = (uσ)(bσ) = (eσ)(bσ) = bσ. Thus
σ = σ v

Now σ C if, so x E V implies x = ue — u for some u E He. Also,
conditions (CR1)-(CR3) may be applied to show that V is a subgroup of
He. If a E Re and v E V, then (av)σ = (ασ)(ι;σ) = (ασ)(ecr) = (αe)σ =
ασ so that avσva. Thus αi; = ua for some w E V, and V is a left normal
divisor of JRe. The proof is complete.

Now let Γ(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup constructed from a
banded box-frame (L, e'\R,e\ Kτ(°)) as in Theorem A. Let p = ρ(v,v>
be an idempotent-separating congruence on Γ(°), where (V, V) is a
linked pair of left and right normal divisors of JRe and e'JL Define
σ - σv as in Lemma 3.1 and σ' = σv dually; i.e.,
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σ' = σv. = {(a',b')ELxL: a' = b'u', some u'E V'}.

Since (V, V) is a linked pair, we may write

σ' = σv. = { ( α ' , i ' ) 6 L x L : a'=b'u', some u E V}

where, as usual, «' is the unique element of He such that (u',u)E K. By
Lemma 3.1 Rx = R/σ is a right Reilly groupoid with left identity eσ\
Rx = R/σ, and Rχ(eσ) = (Re)/σ since i?e, like JR, is a union of cr-classes.
Moreover, the group of units Heσ of Rχ(eσ) is precisely HJσ. To verify
this last assertion, assume aσ E //eσ say (iσ)(ασ)= eσ for some bσ in
i?j(£σ) = (Re)/σ. Since ασ, ftσ are in (Re)/σ we have α, ft E
i?e. From (ba)σe there exists w E V such that e = u(ba) =
(ub)a. Now uEVCReCR and 6 e i ? e imply wft E i?/?e C
/?β. Then e = (wft)α with wfe, α in i?e implies, by Proposition 1.3 of [2]
that a E He, whence aσ E He/σ. The converse is immediate.

Dually, Lλ = Llσ' is a left^Reilly groupoid with right identity e'σ'
and Lλ = Llσ', (e'σ')Lχ = (e'L)/σ\ and the group of units Heσ of
(e'σ')L{ is just //e/ίr'.

We now define an anti-correlation Kλ between Lλ and Rx as follows:

(3.3) Kι = {(A\B)GLίxRι: t h e r e e x i s t s a'EAf,bEB w i t h

Instead of checking directly to see that Kx is an anti-correlation by
showing (AC1)-(AC4), we shall deduce the result from the converse half
of Theorem A. This approach will likewise be taken throughout the
remainder of this section.

Let e = (e\ e)τ in T. From the definition of p = p(v, v> we have

(e\ b)φ(e', d)τ <=> b = vd with v E V « bad,

{a',e)τp{c',e)τ <έ> a' = c'uf with u E V » α'σ'c'.

Thus it follows that the map bσ->(e\ b)τp is a (partial) isomorphism of
Rx = R/σ onto RJp, and α'σ'—>(α', e)τp is an isomorphism of Lj = L/σ

onto Le/ρ. Moreover, since p is idempotent separating, Λe/ρ = Rep and
LJp=Lep in Γ(o)/p.

By the converse part of Theorem A, there is an anti-correlation, say
JKΊ, between L€p and R€p in T(°)/ρ, namely

Kι = {(a', a)E L€p x i?ep: a' and α are mutually inverse}.

Since a E J?ep implies a - {e\ b)τρ for some {e\ b)τ in i?c, and a' ELep

implies a' = (a\ e\ρ for some (α' ,e\ in Le, Xj consists of all mutually
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inverse pairs ((a',e)τρ, (e\b)τρ) in T(°)/ρ. So identifying a'σ' with
(a',e)τp, and bσ with (e\b)τρ by the above isomorphisms, we may
regard Kx as consisting of all mutually inverse pairs (a'σ\bσ) in
U x R1. Therefore,

(a'σ\ bσ)E K1 €> (α', e)τρ and (e', b)τp are inverse pairs in T(°)/p

<£> (e\ b)φ (a', e)φ = (e\ e)τρ by Lemma 2.12 of [3]

Let (b * a') = (JC', y)τ. Now (*', y)τp(e\ e)τ if and only if x, y E He and
jc-1y G V. Since (x, y)τ = (e', x^yX it follows that

(a'σ',bσ)EK1 » 6 • α; = (ef, υ)τ, some υ E V.

Using Proposition 3.6 of [2] we have

(b + a'υ')(e\ v) = b + a' = (e\ v)r = (e;, β)τ(e', υ)

so Proposition 3.4 of [2] gives b * α V = (e\ e)τ. Conversely, b * a'v' =
(e\ e)τ implies b + a' = (e\v)τ. By Proposition 4.5 of [2], bit a'v' =
(e\e)τ is equivalent to (α V , fe)E K Since (a'v')σ'a', we can choose α'
(namely, replace it by a'v') so that (αr, b) E K Thus Ki is the same as
defined by (3.3), and is an anti-correlation between Lγ and
Rx. Moreover, under the isomorphisms we have e'σ1—>(e\ e\p = ep
and eσ-*(e', e)τρ = ep, so Theorem A assures us that
(Li,e'σ'\Rueσ\K x) is a box-frame.

Now H€ = R€ Γ) L€ = {{e\ u)τ: u E He}. Therefore the ismorphism
bσ->(e\b)τp of R/σ onto RJp, when restricted to He/σ, is an
isomorphism of HJσ onto He/p. Also, since p is idempotent-separating,
we have (L6 Π i?e)/ρ = LJp Π l?c/ρ, whence

He/p = (Le Π Λ^/p = LJp Π £e/p = Lep Π R€P = Hep.

Similarly, the map u'σ'-^{μ\e\p is an isomorphism of He/σf onto
Ή/p = /ίcp.

By the converse part of Theorem A, consider the relation τx on
Lep x R€p defined by

((α\ e)τp, (e', b)Tp)τ1((c', e)τpy (e\ d)τp) O (C, O.P
= (α',e)^ [(e',

and
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for some (e'9 u)τρ in Hep. Note that [(e', u)τρ]~ι = (e\ u~ι)τρ = (u\ e)τp
in H€p. Identifying under our isomorphisms, we may regard τ\ as being
defined on Lxx Rι by

(3.4) (α'σ\ bσ)τx{c'σ\ dσ) <£> c'σ' = (α'σ')(w'σ') and dσ = (uσ)(bσ)

for some uσ E Heσ = HJσ,
Let Ti = (Li x Rι)/τι and KlT1 = JKΊ/TI. By Theorem A, the mapping

θ:Ti-*T(°)/p is a bijection, where θ is defined by
{{a\e)τρ,{e\b)τρ)τιθ = (a',e)τρ -(e',b)τρ, and maps XlT1 upon the band
Eτ/P of idempotents of Tip. Thus 0 is essentially given by

(3.5) (α'σ',&σ)n0==(α',fc),p.

Again, Theorem A shows that (Lu e' σ'\ Ru eσ\Kλτι(°ι)) becomes a
banded box-frame, where we use θ to transfer the operation on Eτ/P to an
operation (°i) on KlTi in the obvious way. Under our identifications the
definition of (°ι) reads as follows:

(αV, aσ)Tλ°x {b'σ\ bσ)τi = (c'σ', cσ)n

&(a\a)τp'(b\b)τp = (c',c)τp in T(o)/p, where (αr, α),

(6, 6), and (c', c) are in K

Since Kτ(°) is the band of idempotents of Γ(°), and p is idempotent-
separating on T(°), we have

(a' σ aσ^ib' σ',bσ)n = (cf σ\cσ)n

( 3 ' 6 ) <^ (a\a)τo(b\ b\ = (c', c)τ in Kτ(o).

Because (L1? e 'σ';Rueσ;'K l n(°ι)) is a banded box-frame, Proposi-
tion 3.5 of [2] holds. That is, for each element (c'σ',bσ) oiΛLxxRλ

there exists a unique element (X',Y)n of T°ι = ((efσt)LιxRί(eσ))/τι

such that {b'σ\ bσ)τισλ{c'σ\ cσ)n = {{b'σ')X\ Yicσ))^ for any b'σ' in Lj
and cσ G i?! such that (bfσf, bσ) and (c'σ', cσ) are in Kx. If we denote
{X\ Y)n by (feσ)*!(c'σ'), and then extend the band operation (°j) on
KXn to an operation (°ί) on Γi by

(3.7) ( f l'σ\ feσ), o, (c 'σ', dσ), = ((6σ) +t (c'σ'))(αV, dσ)

then θ becomes an isomorphism of T i ^ ) onto T(°)/ρ.
The following theorem summarizes all of the results in this section.

THEOREM 3.2. Let T(°) be a bisimple orthodox semigroup con-
structed from a banded box-frame (L,e';R,e;Kτ(°)) as in Theorem
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A. Let p = p ( v, v) be an idempotent-separating congruence on T(°) where
(V, V) is a linked pair of left and right normal divisors of Re and
e'L. Define σ = σv on R by (3.1) and σr = σv on L dually. Then σ[σe]
is a congruence on R[L] and Rx - R/σ[Lt x L/σ] is a right [left] Reilly
groupoid with eσ[e'σ'} as left [right] identity. Define K1 by (3.3); then
(Lue'σf; Ru eσ; K}) is a box-frame. Define the relation τλ on Lλ x Rx by
(3.4) and define (ot) On KlTλ = KX\ΊX by (3.6). Then
(Lue'σ';Rueσ; X]T1(°i)) is a banded box-frame. On Tλ = {Lλ^ Rι)lτλ

define (°i) by (3.7). Then Tλ{°λ) is a bisimple orthodox semigroup having
K\n(°i) a s its band of idempotents, and the mapping θ: T^0^-* T(°)/p
defined by (3.5) is an isomorphism.
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